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FLUSH HUNTS            
Available from October through March as Guided and Non-guided half and 
full day hunts by advanced booking only.  
 
Guided Flush Hunts 
 
These hunts are available in half and full day and are offered to a Minimum 
of Two Hunters and a Maximum of Four Hunters. Each Hunter will be 
hunting for Four Pheasant or Eight Chukka or Twelve Quail. Guided by one 
of our experienced dog handlers and his seasoned dog(s) with a choice of 
hunting locations and a variety of cover and terrain.  
 
Tips for your Guide are at the discretion of the Hunter and are not included 
in the price of the hunt. On all guided hunts the bird count is based on 
birds flushed as a reasonable shot; extra birds are available for all Flush 
Hunts. 
 
Hunting Update 
Previously passed law requiring all hunters to be in possession of a 
shooting preserve license has now taken effect.The two year shooting 
preserve license has a cost of $12 ($6 per year).  
 
Anyone holding a sportsman license is exempt from having to purchase 
this license. If you have trouble obtaining a shooting preserve license, 
we will have them for sale at the lodge. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Non-Guided Flush Hunts 
The Non-Guided Flush Hunts are Half Day Hunts available for hunters with 
their own dogs and are limited to one or two hunters, self-guided. There is 

a four Pheasant or eight Chukka or twelve Quail minimum per 
Hunter;  extra birds are available for all Flush Hunts. Dog lots are available 

when dogs are not working. 
 
 

The British Hunt is exclusively for Pheasants and is a adaptation of 
an authentic British style hunt where the Pheasants are pressed to fly 
over the Hunters and provide challenging shots. This unique hunt 
is laid out in a semicircle with seven stations with two Hunters at each 
station. There are seven Pheasants released per Hunter and fourteen 
released at each rotation. A rotation being where you advance to a 
different station to your left so that each hunter rotates through all of 
the stations. 

 

The Pheasant will be divided evenly among the Hunters and the bird 
cleaning is included in the cost of the Hunt (this is the only Hunt 

where bird cleaning is included in the price).   We recommend that 
you wear only orange hats to keep the birds from turning away from 

the hunters.	  


